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A B S T R A C T

Growth rings of a tree are simultaneously affected by various environmental constraints, including

regional factors such as climate fluctuations and also local, gap-scale dynamics such as competition and

stochastic mortality of neighbor trees. Although these local effects are often discarded by

dendroclimatologists as random variation, the dendroecological trends may provide valuable

information on past forest dynamics. Since dendroecological trends arising from local stand dynamics

often have medium-term frequencies with persistence of several years to a few decades, it is usually

difficult to separate local, gap-scale forcings from regional, medium-frequency forcings such as El Niño

Southern Oscillation or North Atlantic Oscillation. Moreover, conventional dendroecological practices

have failed to analyze the continuously changing medium frequency trends. In this study, a continuous

index of medium-frequency dendrochronological trends was developed, by generalizing previous

analytical methods that evaluate relative changes using moving averages. This method was then tested

against a tree ring dataset from a site with a known history of release and suppression due to a hurricane

disturbance. To quantify the effects of local gap dynamics against the regional, often climatic effects,

increments cores of black spruce (Picea mariana) were sampled from boreal forests in Saskatchewan,

Canada, using a stratified sampling design. Assuming that regional forcings affect trees in the given stand

homogeneously, the relative effect of stochastic heterogeneity within stand was quantified. The results

closely agreed with conventional dendrochronological observations. In closed-canopy stands, stochastic

local effects explained 12.9–35.4% of the variation in tree ring widths, because interactions between

neighbor trees were likely to be intense. In open-canopy stands, on the other hand, the proportion of

explained variance was 1.4–10.2%, reflecting the less-intense local tree interactions in low-density

stands. These advancements in statistical analysis and study design will help ecologists and paleo-

climatologists to objectively evaluate the effects of climate fluctuations, relative to the effects of local,

ecological interactions. Moreover, forest managers can apply concepts of filtering medium-frequency

trends to assess release and suppression caused by forest management practices, such as selective cutting

and forest thinning.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Well-prepared dendrochronological data provide reliable long-
term information on past environmental conditions (Fritts and
Swetnam, 1989; Tessier et al., 1997). For example, dendroclimato-
logical studies have revealed past climate dynamics of the north-
western forests in United States (Hessburg et al., 2005), boreal
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forests in Yukon Territory, Canada (Zalatan and Gajewski, 2005), dry
forests in Mongolia (Jacoby et al., 1996; Davi et al., 2006), and
Japanese montane forests (Takahashi et al., 2003), to name a few.
Tree ring records are especially important data for remote areas
where historical records of climate and forest dynamics are largely
absent. Moreover, dendrochronological techniques are widely used
to study patterns in tree growth and timber production under forest
management, such as selective cutting and forest thinning (Bebber
et al., 2004; Thorpe et al., 2007).

Radial growth of a tree is simultaneously affected by various
environmental constraints; not only by regional factors such as
climate fluctuations and large-scale disturbances, but also by local,
gap-scale dynamics such as competition and stochastic mortality
of neighbor trees (Tessier et al., 1997). Regional climatic factors are,
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in general, emphasized in areas where climate strongly limits tree
productivity. For example, tree ring variation originating from
precipitation trends is especially stressed in relatively arid zones,
where the water availability driven by regional climate primarily
limits tree growth. Regional patterns in tree rings are relatively
homogeneous for these areas, and, among spatially isolated trees
in arid zones, local dynamics originating from ecological interac-
tions are not usually dominant (Fritts and Swetnam, 1989).
However, in closed-canopy forests, local, gap-scale factors such as
competition among neighboring trees are important determinants
of tree growth, in addition to the regional factors. For example,
canopy closures significantly reduce radial growth (suppression),
and non stand-replacing disturbance and selective logging can
stimulate growth of surviving trees (release; Black and Abrams,
2003; Druckenbrod, 2005; Thorpe et al., 2007). In many
dendrochronological studies, these gap-scale signals were often
considered as extraneous variables and filtered out to study
regional factors (Fritts and Swetnam, 1989), but from an ecological
perspective, such data can provide valuable information about
stand history.

There are some previous dendrochronological studies specifi-
cally concerning local ecological dynamics. Based on Lorimer and
Frelich (1989), Abrams et al. (1995) detected major release events
that were defined by a>100% increase in the 15-year average after
Fig. 1. (a) Location of study sites in the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) So

(light gray) are also shown. (b) Close-up showing site BMM-1a. 3 sampling plots are e
the year of interest, compared to the average before that year.
Similar criteria have been used in other studies (Orwig and
Abrams, 1995; Nowacki and Abrams, 1997; Copenheaver and
Abrams, 2003). Although moving averages can be sensitive to
window size (Kenney and Keeping, 1962), selection of window size
in those studies was often arbitrary (see Abrams et al., 1995;
Nowacki and Abrams, 1997; Copenheaver and Abrams, 2003). In
addition, techniques of time-series analysis, such as the Box-
Jenkins intervention detection, have been applied to dendrochro-
nological data to estimate the timing of shift in trends (Monserud,
1986; Druckenbrod, 2005).

Local factors such as release, suppression, recovery from
disturbance, tend to have persistence in medium-term frequencies
(several years to a few decades). Medium-frequency dynamics in
tree rings are also affected by large-scale factors such as regional
outbreak of insects and pathogens (Berryman et al., 1987), sunspot
and solar luminosity cycles (Sonett and Suess, 1984; Willson and
Hudson, 1988; Rigozo et al., 2002), El Niño Southern Oscillation
(Swetnam and Betancourt, 1990; Villalba et al., 1998), Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (D’Arrigo et al., 2001), and North Atlantic
Oscillation (Meko et al., 1985). Since those regional signals often
have similar timescales of local ecological signals, these two
categories of effects are usually difficult to separate (Tessier et al.,
1997).
uthern Study Area (SSA), Saskatchewan, Canada. Major roads (dark gray) and rivers

stablished in both upland and lowland black spruce stands.



Table 1
Description of study sites in central Saskatchewan, Canada

Upland stands were relatively mature mesic black spruce forests on mineral soils. Lowland stands were poorly drained black spruce woodlands on organic soils. Core ages are

conservative estimates of tree ages as not all the samples were cored to the pith or datable to the pith.

Fig. 2. An example of power spectral analysis (site JMH-5, upland stand, tree

number 4). This tree had 2 peaks in medium-frequency trends.
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In this study, we quantified the relative importance of gap-scale
local effects on tree rings with stratified sampling design. First,
medium-frequency signals were extracted with an index derived
from exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) in a
continuous time series. Then, by using this index, local effects
were quantified with an analysis of synchronicity in patterns. Our
assumptions were that regional factors such as climatic variations
are relatively homogeneous within the given stand, whereas local
factors such as stochastic disturbance and competition occur in a
less synchronous fashion in a mature stand (Tessier et al., 1997). In
a Canadian continental boreal region, we compared synchronicity
of medium-frequency tree ring patterns of open- and closed-
canopy black spruce (Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P.) stands, and
considered underlying mechanisms of spatial synchronicity.

2. Methods

2.1. Study area and sampling design

We obtained black spruce increment cores from the Southern
Study Area (SSA) of the Boreal Ecosystem and Atmosphere Study
(BOREAS; Sellers et al., 1995). Black spruce is one of the major forest
species in this region (Apps and Halliwell, 1999) and regularly
harvested for pulp and fiber production (Geng et al., 2006). Due to
the geomorphology shaped by glaciers and ice sheets in the
Pleistocene and occasional stand-replacing fires, the landscape is a
mosaic of relatively well-drained upland forests and poorly drained
woodlands in various ages. Using BOREAS TE-13 site description
maps (Apps and Halliwell, 1999), we established 4 sampling sites at
least 10 km apart (Fig. 1a). For each site, we selected relatively
mature black spruce stands of two drainage types (upland and
lowland) in pairs within 500 m (Fig. 1b; Table 1), following the stand
map provided by BOREAS TE-13. Based on field and aerial
photographs, we assume that the stand map is sufficiently accurate
because stand boundaries in this region are often distinctive. In each
stand, we established 3 plots ca. 100 m apart using GPS coordinates
in advance to ensure randomness of plot selection within stands. We
sampled 10 dominant and/or co-dominant black spruce trees closest
to the center of each plot. Thus, samples were taken from a roughly
circular area centered at each plot coordinates with various area
sizes.

In total, 240 black spruce increment cores (4 sites � 2 drainage
types � 3 plots � 10 individuals) were taken. Cores were treated
with the standard dendrochronological procedures (Fritts, 1976;
Cook and Kairiukstis, 1990) in which the cores were glued on
mounting wood and surfaced with progressively finer sand papers.
Digitally scanned images (2000 dpi) of cores were used for
measurement of annual increments using ImageJ 1.36b (Abramoff
et al., 2004) with the algorithm of Dendroscan (Varem-Sanders and
Campbell, 1996) implemented on R version 2.4.1 (R Development
Core Team, 2005). Since 9 cores were severely rotten or had
missing fragments, data from 231 increment cores were used for
the following analyses.

2.2. Obtaining medium-frequency signals

Although the selection of window size can affect moving
averages significantly, previous dendroecological studies often
arbitrarily selected the window sizes (e.g., Abrams et al., 1995;
Nowacki and Abrams, 1997; Copenheaver and Abrams, 2003). To
reduce the sensitivity of the window size due to the abrupt cutoff
in simple moving averages, the exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) was used in this study. To calculate a moving
average for a particular point in time, EWMA assigns heavier
weights to proximal data points and successively smaller weights
to distant data points. EWMA is useful for detecting shifts in the
mean of a process (Lucas and Saccucci, 1990) and timing of special
causes of variation enter into a system (Lowry et al., 1992). EWMA
has been commonly used in economic analyses such as stock price
trends (e.g., Domangue and Patch, 1991; Kuen and Hoong, 1992).
Like trends in economics, trends in tree rings often occur in various
wavelengths, depending on severity and persistence of the impact.
Calculation of EWMA after a target year t is:

At ¼
Ptþc

i¼tþ1 e�aði�tÞXi
Ptþc

i¼tþ1 e�aði�tÞ
(1)

where Xi is the ring width at year i and a is the extinction
coefficient. Although EWMA is an infinite sum in theory, smaller
terms were omitted for computational efficiency. The window
cutoff size c was set to the year when the sum of weight becomes
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>99% of theoretical total weight. Similarly, calculation of EWMA
preceding to a target year t is:

Bt ¼
Ptþc

i¼tþ1 e�aði�tÞX2t�i
Ptþc

i¼tþ1 e�aði�tÞ
(2)

Then, following Lorimer and Frelich (1989), a relative change in
EWMA after the target year (At) compared to EWMA preceding to
the target year (Bt) were calculated:

SDIt ¼
At � Bt

Bt
(3)

This index, stand dynamic index (SDI) is a continuous index that
estimates timings of changes in forest dynamics such as release
and suppression. When SDIt is greater than 0, the tree ring pattern
in medium-term frequencies at year t has a trend of increase or vice

versa. Similar to the index based on simple moving average that has
one parameter (window size), SDI also has only one parameter
(extinction coefficient a).

To determine a objectively, tree ring data from individual trees
were analyzed by the power spectral analysis with R version 2.4.1,
and peaks in power spectral densities were located (Fig. 2). Then,
all peaks found were summarized by the kernel density estimation
to find modal wavelengths in medium-frequency trends (Fig. 3).
We found 2 distinct peaks at 2.95 and 10.8 years. Thus, to optimally
emphasize trends in these wavelengths, 2 values of a were
assigned to locate the peaks at the center of gravity of the total
theoretical weights (Table 2). Consistencies between different a’s
were discussed (see Section 3).

2.3. Quantifying synchronicity

For each drainage types, patterns of SDI synchronicity within
plots and across plots were compared using the two-way repeated
Fig. 3. Kernel density estimation of spectral peaks identified by power spectral

analysis. The peak at medium-high frequencies had a modal wavelength of 2.95

years, and for medium-low frequencies, the modal wavelength was 10.8 years.

Table 2
Set of extinction coefficients (a) used for exponentially weighted moving average

(EWMA) and characteristic timescale for each a

Extinction coefficient (a) Y50 c

0.35 2.95 14

0.071 10.8 36

Y50 is the year at the center of gravity of the weight where 50% of the total weight is

included. The window cutoff size c is the number of years where 99% of the total

weight is included, and calculation of EWMA was terminated at c and smaller terms

were omitted.
measures ANOVA (Wigley et al., 1984; Gotelli and Ellison, 2004):

GRi jk ¼ mþ PLi þ TR jðiÞ þ YRk þ PL � YRik þ YR � TRk jðiÞ (4)

In this model for annual growth rings (GR), there were i = 3 plots
(PL) as a treatment, j individual trees (TR) nested within
treatments, and k years of dendrochronological records (YR).
TR is the across-individual factor, and YR is the within-individual
factor. Across-plot synchronicity is quantified by the treatment
effect of PL. When stochastic, gap-scale dynamics dominate the
medium-frequency trends, trees in different plots should not
be synchronized and variances in the dendrochronological record
are largely explained by PL. Conversely, when regionally
homogeneous factors dominate the trends, trees in different
plots should be synchronized and the fraction of variances
explained by PL becomes small, compared with within-plot
variation in the residual. We applied the ANOVA for each
drainage type for each site (2 drainage types � 4 sites). To
quantify the relative importance of plot difference, proportion of
explained variance (PEV; h2 in Jaccard and Guilamo-Ramos,
2002) was calculated:

PEV ¼ SSPL

SSPL þ SSRES
(5)

SSPL is the sum of squares explained by PL, and SSRES is the residual
sum of squares within plots from the ANOVA (Eq. (4)). PEV
quantifies local effects on tree ring trends in medium-term
frequencies.

2.4. Validations

Druckenbrod (2005) applied the Box-Jenkins intervention
method to estimate timings of release and suppression, using a
publicly available tree ring database for the northeastern United
States by the FORAST project (McLaughlin et al., 1986). The
hurricane of 1938 had a significant impact on forests in
the northeastern U.S. and opened canopies by windthrow. The
release caused by the hurricane on surviving trees and the
Fig. 4. (a) Raw tree ring time series and (b) stand dynamic index (SDI) calculated

from exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA), for 15 eastern hemlock

cores in Site 7 of FORAST Database (McLaughlin et al., 1986). SDI, an estimate of

timing of forest dynamics change, was high around 1938, indicating the hurricane

of 1938 was a significant factor to change forest dynamics, by opening the forest by

windthrow (release). Similarly, SDI estimated timing of canopy closure in 1950s and

1960s. The extinction coefficient (a = 0.32) was determined by the power spectral

analysis and the kernel density estimation.
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following suppression due to canopy closure was observed in the
annual increment data in the FORAST database. With the
same data of 15 eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) cores from
New Hampshire, USA, we calculated SDI and compared detected
release and suppression timings with Druckenbrod (2005).
This validation on tree ring data with known forest history
evaluates the ability of SDI to provide a record of forest dynamics,
although it remains uncertain that the result from northern
temperate hemlock can directly be applicable to boreal black
spruce stands.
Fig. 5. Raw tree ring data and SDI in site JMH-5. Trees in plot 3 of the lowland stand showe

was significant in lowland stand.

Table 3
Comparison of proportion of variance explained by plot (PEV; Eq. (5))

ANOVA (Eq. (4)) was carried out separately for 4 sites, 2 drainage types, and 2 extinct

*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01.
3. Results

Using exponentially weighted moving averages (EWMA), we
calculated SDI to estimate timings of events in radial growth time
series, in medium-term frequencies. First, to evaluate the ability of
SDI to capture medium-frequency trends, we calculated SDI for 15
eastern hemlock cores from New Hampshire, USA in FORAST
Database (McLaughlin et al., 1986) and studied timings of release
and suppression events detected in SDI (Fig. 4). Changes in forest
dynamics were occurring near the 1938, indicating the hurricane
d high synchronicity compared to other plots (p < 0.001), and thus the effect of plot

ion coefficients (a).
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of 1938 had a large impact on forest dynamics by opening the
canopy by windthrow (release; Foster et al., 1998). Similarly, SDI
detected timings of canopy closure (suppression) in 1950s and
1960s, consistent with Druckenbrod (2005). Note that peaks in SDI
did not correspond to those in raw data because ring widths
usually reached maxima with time lags after the event.

The raw increment data from BOREAS SSA were then
individually converted to SDI (Fig. 5). Synchronicity of SDI among
plots was analyzed by two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Gotelli
and Ellison, 2004). We applied the ANOVA for upland and lowland
stands separately, and the synchronicity from 2 stands was
compared (Table 3). PEV was larger for upland stands than lowland
stands except JMH-5. Since upland stands had larger basal area
than lowland stands (Table 1) and closed canopies, local dynamics
such as competition were, in general, more pronounced. To
accommodate medium-frequency trends in 2 distinct wave-
lengths, we used 2 extinction coefficients found in spectral density
analysis (Table 2). Results with different a’s were generally
consistent, suggesting medium-frequency trends in modal wave-
lengths of 2.95 and 10.8 years were affected by local factors in a
similar proportion. For BDL-20, we found a significant effect of plot
with a = 0.35 (p = 0.035) but not with a = 0.071 (p = 0.153). This
suggested that heterogeneity among plots was strong around the
wavelength of 2.95 years, compared to that around 10.8 years. The
effect of stand ages (Table 1) on SDI was not significant (p = 0.25).

Site JMH-5 had a unique pattern (Fig. 5; Table 3). PEV for the
lowland stand was high (0.320–0.398) and highly significant
(p < 0.001). This was possibly because all trees in plot 3 in the
lowland stand of JMH-5 were concentrated on a narrow sand bar
within a continental bog, and thus tree ring patterns were highly
synchronized compared to other plots (p < 0.001). It is likely that
this anomalous plot increased within-plot synchronicity and
reduced across-plot synchronicity.

To test the significance of SDI, we calculated PEV directly from
the raw data and compared to SDI-based PEV (Fig. 6). If SDI
captured a similar trend of the raw data, the two indices (raw data-
and SDI-based PEVs) are likely to have a 1-to-1 relationship. The
absence of such a relationship indicated that the synchronicity in
SDI were distinct from that in the raw data. Filtering high-
frequency signals, SDI thus successfully captured unique
dynamics in medium-term frequencies, and the underlying
Fig. 6. Comparison between SDI-based PEV against raw data-based PEV (open

symbols: upland plots; filled symbols: lowland plots; square: a = 0.35; triangle:

a = 0.071). The linear regression line is also shown (r = �0.44; p = 0.09).
mechanisms of medium-frequency trends were different from
those of high-frequency trends. The correlation coefficient
between SDI-based and raw data-based PEV was marginally
negative (r = �0.44; p = 0.09), implying that plots with high
synchronicity in medium-term frequency tend to have low
synchronicity in high frequency.

4. Discussion

Our results were generally consistent with the conventional
observations in dendrochronology; in closed, high-density forests,
local forest dynamics often played a significant role in medium-
frequency patterns in tree rings (PEV: 12.9–35.4%, except JMH-5).
This result implies that dendroclimatological studies in closed-
canopy forests should appropriately treat trends from local effects
to identify regional patterns. For the upland stand in BDL-20, a
significant effect of plot-level heterogeneity was found in medium-
high frequencies (a = 0.35) but not in medium-low frequencies
(a = 0.071). For this relatively mature dense stand, it is possible
that disturbances of low persistence (e.g., minor damage) were
stochastic, and that major disturbances, such as tree mortality,
were evenly dispersed throughout the forest.

In lowland, open woodlands, except JMH-5, effects from local
dynamics were not statistically detected, indicating that local
factors such as gap dynamics were not the major determinants of
tree ring patterns in medium-term frequencies (PEV: 1.4–10.2%,
except JMH-5). The unique pattern of JMH-5 can be explained by
local conditions. Since all of 10 trees in the plot 3 of the wet site
were on a narrow sand bar, the trees had highly synchronized SDI
patterns, compared to other trees in the same continental bog. It is
likely that local dynamics such as changes in hydrology
simultaneously affected the trees and caused this synchronicity.
On the other hand, due to high heterogeneity in boreal peatland
hydrology (Camill and Clark, 2000), this pattern was not duplicated
for the other plots in the same stand.

To consider an alternative explanation of the pattern of
synchronicity, we statistically evaluated possible effects of stand
age on this study, using core age (Table 1) as an estimation of stand
age. There was no difference between mean core ages among
upland and lowland stands (p = 0.62, mean core ages were 96 and
89 years, respectively). The effects of core age on PEV were also
absent (p = 0.23 for upland and p = 0.59 for lowland stands), within
the range of core ages in this study (72–117 years). However, an
influence from stand age can be significant if PEV is analyzed on
stands with wider ages. We also verified the biometric homo-
geneity of stands by analyzing the correlation between within-
stand variations of basal area and PEV. Since there was no effect of
basal area on PEV (p = 0.79), the variation in synchronicity is not
likely the result of inappropriate delineation of stands.

In conclusion, we separated regional-scale dynamics (e.g.,
climatic variation and large-scale insect outbreak) and local
dynamics (e.g., forest gap dynamics and local hydrological change)
in medium-term frequencies and quantified the relative contribu-
tions from local factors in tree ring trends. The medium-frequency
trends are characteristic to the ecological signals and significantly
different from high-frequency interannual trends (Fig. 6). These
advancements in statistical analysis and study design will help
both ecologists and paleo-climatologists to objectively evaluate
the effects from climate fluctuations, relative to the effects from
local, ecological interactions. Moreover, detection and quantifica-
tion of release caused by forest management practices such as
selective cutting (Bebber et al., 2004; Thorpe et al., 2007) is a major
application of this study. By constructing and analyzing SDI,
timing, magnitude, and duration of release found in the medium-
frequency signals can be studied.
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